
Disinformation war 
Fighting misinformation 

through journalism

Media Literacy program
with public libraries, 

schools, and other news 
literacy champions



To equip citizens of all ages and 
backgrounds with the skills and tools to 
assess the credibility of information and 

avoid misinformation.

OUR MISSION



What is NewsGuard?

● A company created in March 2018 by journalists, with 
journalists.

● Our mission: fighting online misinformation, including 
Kremlin-based misinformation about the Ukraine war.

● Our idea: rating news at the source level as an alternative to 
fact-checking, which evaluates the reliability of individual 
claims.



NewsGuard's vision

● You walk into a library. But instead of seeing books neatly 
arranged by subject, instead of being able to see who the 
publisher is, instead of being able to know something about 
the author from the book jacket, and instead of a librarian on 
hand to guide you make your reading choices, you only see 
millions of individual pieces of papers flying around in the air.

● That's the internet. In a news feed or search results you only 
see a headline or a sentence or two. You have no idea who's 
feeding you the news.



NewsGuard Uses 
Journalism to Fight 
Misinformation Online

We help readers, brands, and 
democracies counter misinformation 
with our two human-curated data sets:

• Our Reliability Ratings: Credible, 
independent assessments of the 
trustworthiness of the 8,200 news 
and information websites that 
comprise 95+ percent of online 
engagement in covered markets

• Our Misinformation Fingerprints: A 
detailed, constantly-updated 
catalog of the top myths spreading 
online 
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NewsGuard’s Nine Journalistic Criteria

CREDIBILITY
- Does not repeatedly publish false content (22 points)

- Gathers and presents information responsibly (18 points)

- Regularly corrects or clarifies errors (12.5 points)

- Handles the difference between news and opinion responsibly (12.5 points)

- Avoids deceptive headlines (12.5 points)

TRANSPARENCY
- Discloses ownership and financing (7.5 points)

- Clearly labels advertising (7.5 points)

- Reveals who’s in charge, including possible conflicts of interest (5 points)

- Provides the names of content creators, along with either contact or 

biographical information (5 points)



HOW IT WORKS

Nutrition Labels for 
News

Our analysts, who are trained journalists, rate 
news and information websites based on nine 
basic, apolitical criteria of journalistic practice.

The criteria measure the credibility and 
transparency practices of each site we rate.

Each website gets an overall red rating or green 
rating and a Trust Score of 0-100 points based 
on the nine criteria.

Clients can apply NewsGuard’s data 
programmatically or use the Nutrition Labels to 
inform human decision-making.

Each rating is backed by a detailed, transparent 
“Nutrition Label” explaining the rating and 
providing examples and citations.



Our Nutrition Labels



A two-fold objective: 

● Alert users on misinformation sources

● Contribute to a healthier information environment

❏ More than 2,000 news websites have 
improved their journalistic practices as a 
result of engaging with our analysts. They 
made changes to improve on one or more of 
the nine criteria of accountability and 
transparency. These changes help legitimate 
publishers re-establish lost trust with 
readers.



NewsGuard addresses misinformation and a lack of 
media literacy skills

• Misinformation is prolific online. According to 2019 Pew Research, 9 

out of 10 Americans come across made up news with some regularity. 

• Students at all levels are ill-prepared to judge the credibility of 

information online, according to 2019 research by Stanford.

• “Overall, young people’s ability to reason about the information on the 

internet can be summed up in one word: bleak.”

• Misinformation cuts across subjects. Almost 2 in 10 websites Italians 

rely on for news and information publish dangerous health 

misinformation, according to NewsGuard’s analysis.

Sources: https://stacks.stanford.edu/file/druid:fv751yt5934/SHEG%20Evaluating%20Information%20Online.pdf,  https://www.journalism.org/2019/06/05/many-americans-say-made-up-

news-is-a-critical-problem-that-needs-to-be-fixed/, https://www.statnews.com/2019/07/26/health-websites-are-notoriously-misleading-so-we-rated-their-reliability/



NewsGuard’s work monitoring 
misinformation sites in 6 countries and 4 
languages allows us to track 
misinformation and spot trends.

For example:
● COVID-19 pandemic and vaccines
● Misinformation about elections and 

electoral processes
● Misinformation about the war in 

Ukraine 
● Misinformation about the 2022 

monkeypox outbreak

Monitoring misinformation  and identifying trends



Russia-Ukraine Disinformation Tracking Centre

Tracking disinformation about Russia and Ukraine

Months before Russian forces invaded Ukraine on Feb. 24, 2022, false narratives 
about Ukraine and its allies, many promoted by the Kremlin’s disinformation 
apparatus, were already proliferating online.



Russia-Ukraine Disinformation Tracking Centre

NewsGuard has identified 262 Russia-Ukraine 
disinformation sites and is tracking the top false narratives 

that they are publishing about the war in Ukraine

To date, NewsGuard’s team has identified and is 
tracking 260+ domains some with a history of 
publishing false, pro-Russia propaganda and 
disinformation — that have promoted false 
claims about the Russian-Ukraine conflict.

These websites include not only official Russian 
state media sources, but also anonymous 
websites, foundations, and research websites 
with uncertain funding—at least some of which 
may have undisclosed links to the Russian 
government.



Russia-Ukraine Disinformation Tracking Centre

Top Russia- Ukraine war myths

Russia employs a multi-layered strategy to introduce, amplify, and spread false 
and distorted narratives across the world — relying on a mix of official state 
media sources, anonymous websites and accounts, and other methods to 
distribute propaganda that advances the Kremlin’s interests and undermines 
its adversaries. 

While Russia’s disinformation firepower has meant that pro-Russia 
disinformation remains dominant, anti-Russia or pro-Ukraine disinformation 
has also started to emerge. These narratives tend to paint a triumphant picture 
of Ukrainian armed forces while making unsubstantiated anti-Russia claims.



Russia-Ukraine Disinformation Tracking Centre

Examples of myths

● Minimizing Russian aggression —> 
Russia did not target civilian 
infrastructure in Ukraine

● False flags —> The massacre of civilians 
in Bucha was staged

● Discrediting the Ukrainian leadership
—> Nazism is rampant in Ukrainian 
politics and society, supported by the 
authorities in Kyiv

● Targeting countries that support 
Ukraine —> The U.S. has a network of 
bioweapons labs in Eastern Europe

72 myths as of Sep. 12, 2022



The U.S. “bioweapons” labs



The mythical "Ghost of Kyiv"
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● March 2022: RT and Sputnik ban in Europe
● Yet, we were seeing these myths continue to spread, on an ever-growing 

list of websites
○ 116 sites at launch in March 
○ 172 in early April 
○ 262 as of yesterday (including variations of RT domain names and 

sites that copy and paste entire RT articles)
● The propaganda was reaching other platforms, and other foreign actors 

have stepped in to replace the Kremlin's disinformation apparatus as 
soon as it was curbed (including China, Venezuela, and Belarus, reaching 
a big audience on social media)

Quickly, governments and platforms took measures 
to prevent the spread of Russian propaganda:



The role of advertising

Despite promises, Google and 
other platforms are still 
funding Russian 
disinformation

A new analysis by NewsGuard finds that dozens 
of websites publishing Russian disinformation 
narratives about the Ukraine invasion continue 
to receive advertising revenue from Google and 
other advertising companies.



Why is misinformation thriving?

● Hoaxes generate interest, which means money.
● Measures taken by platforms and governments 

against the largest and most well-known players 
of the Kremlin disinformation machine only 
addressed the tip of the iceberg. 

● There is a much wider misinformation ecosystem 
which continues to receive advertising revenue 
from Google and other advertising companies.

● At least 70 of the 260+ sites promoting false 
claims about Ukraine run programmatic 
advertising.

● 4,000 + brands bought ads on misinformation 
websites publishing COVID-19 myths - including 
healthcare insurers; COVID-19 vaccine provider 
Pfizer and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control 
(CDC.)



● The automatic (and obscure) placement of digital ads 
via algorithms, through live auctions of inventory and 
ads, with pages chosen based on a target 
demographic. 

● Brands use brand safety companies to avoid 
placements on violent, pornographic, and other “brand 
unsafe” environments… but algorithms are not great at 
spotting misinformation.

● The result : well-known brands have their ads appear 
on sites they do not intend to support these sites, and 
their CEOs and CMOs are unaware that their ads are 
subsidizing Kremlin propaganda, while thinking they 
are protected.

● On Sputnik News sites, the Russian ad tech company 
Yandex has recently replaced Google. 

● But what about other websites? Not identified by 
Google and other ad tech companies, they are still 
allowed to received ads placed by the tech giant and 
others.

22

Programmatic advertising 
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How big of a problem is it? 

● $2.6 billion each year sent to misinformation providers, 

according to our evaluation. 

● Only 1.68% of display ad spending goes to misinformation 

providers…

● But programmatic advertising is a huge business ($155 

billion globally in 2021)… and it’s growing… 

● And this is only an estimate - could be way more.

● In comparison: newsrooms worldwide are struggling. 

(total digital advertising on all U.S. newspapers was about 

$3.5 billion in 2020).



Repeat offenders: websites that spread COVID-19 misinformation 

are now peddling Ukraine disinformation on social media



● As of June 3, 2022, 91 sites included in 
our Coronavirus Misinformation 
Tracking Center were also spreading 
disinformation about the war in 
Ukraine. 

● Of these, 57 were still active on social 
media: 43 on Twitter, 41 on Facebook, 
and 23 on YouTube. 

● 31 in English, 31 in French, 16 in German, 
and 13 in Italian.

● 23 were still receiving advertising 
revenue through programmatic 
advertising, hosted by advertising 
platforms such as Google and MGID. 





Misinformation providers find ways to bypass the platform's measures

- Deliberate misspelling of words and replacing of letters with special characters 
to avoid detection.

- Use of sarcasm or satire.

Platforms rely on independent fact-checkers

- However, fact-checks are completed days or weeks after false claims are spread. 
This can lead to odd situations on platforms, with the same myth being flagged at 
times and left unchecked at others.

The limitations of the actions taken by platforms



Solutions

● Making misinformation less lucrative
→Decisive action from top companies could severely reduce the reach of 
online misinformation. Since a large portion of  misinformation providers are 
repeat offenders, cutting their funding can drastically affect the spread of 
misinformation, including its next waves before they emerge.
→ In targeting credible websites, brands and their ad agencies can also work 
on the positive edge of the sword, and support responsible journalism, 
which remains the best antidote to misinformation.

● Building interventions like ours, to push people to pause and think before 
they share hoaxes online and contribute to their spread. 
→   Research published by New York University demonstrates that individuals 
who frequently consume low-quality news improve their news diets after 
receiving access to NewsGuard’s Red and Green Reliability Ratings.



Solutions

● Media literacy: provide tools to librarians and educators to help people 
build their skills, and their immunity against misinformation. 

● Of course, platforms need to do more too, be more transparent about 
their algorithms, and the reach of misinformation - that’s why we are 
signatories of the European Union’s Code of Practice on 
Disinformation.



Thank you

Virginia Padovese, Managing Editor Europe, 
virginia.padovese@newsguardtech.com

Giulia Pozzi, Analyst, giulia.pozzi@newsguardtech.com

Sara Badilini, Analyst, sara.badilini@newsguardtech.com


